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confidential)

Maddy Pulling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deborah & Kim Lodge <kim.deborah@kfdjlodge.com.au>
Wednesday, 23 November 2016 9:03 PM
Corporate Email Address
Attention Roger Brooks -Revocation of Community Land- Black Point

Kim Lodge, Lot 150 Black Point.

Submission 1

23/11/16

Dear Roger,
I write in response to Council's proposed revocation of Community Land at Black Point.
Our family has had involvement at Black Point since the early 1950's with my late Grandfather- Lawrie Stock & my late Father Desbrough Lodge.
The Lodge family had been paying rates on Shack Site 20 since the early 1960's & when Prodec started the Freeholding process, Kym Bourke was told by Council that Shack
Site 20 was never a Rated Block. This was simply not true as we had rate notices & pictures of our old shack to prove this.
Council did acknowledge this later ,but would not offer any solution, so we were left on our own to negotiate with Prodec on other alternatives which we did.
As you maybe able to appreciate our Family is disappointed at this proposal, suffice to say my late father Desbrough Lodge,a former DCYP Councillor would be very angry
to say the least.
Shack Site 20 is a personal issue for the Lodge Family ,but regarding the other allotments ,having read Dr John Gray.s submission we are in full agreement with his ideas.
If Council does go ahead with this proposal the Lodge Family will be looking at some form of compensation.
Yours Sincerely,
Kim Lodge.
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Submission 6
Maddy Pulling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

potterrj@bigpond.com
Friday, 25 November 2016 1:40 PM
Corporate Email Address
Submission against Revocation of Community Land Classification at Black Point

Revocation Black Point. Attention‐ Director Development Services.
We wish to make a submission of disapproval in relation to the proposed Revocation of Community Land Classifcation pertaining to blocks designated as Reserves at Black
Point, as advised in recent correspondence f rom the Yorke Peninsula Council.
We are the initial and long term owners of a property on Lot 404, a culdesac allotment behind the leased site of shack number 72 which is subject to the proposed
revocation process.
Prior our purchase of allotment 404 we were assured that the leased sites now in question which also included unrestricted access to the beach, could not be further
developed and hence disrupt the sea views of properties in the culdesacs nor restrict beach access.
The advantage of sustained sea views and ready beach access was further reflected in the increased land value of those properties immediately behind the allotments
now designated for reclassification.
We cannot support the proposed Revocation Process as this proposal potentially will restrict our sea vista and beach access as with the other properties south of Black
Point Drive and our confidence in the Council's ability to consider what is in our best interest as rate payers is diminished.
From our perspective the negative impact of this Revocation of this Community Land proposal far outways any positive outcome that will result from this proposal if it
proceeds and we strongly oppose it.
We do not wish to appear before the council on this matter.
Robert & Janet Potter.

Sent from my iPad
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Submission
Arch and Jana Thorne
235 Esplanade
Henley Beach
SA 5022

Att:

Roger Brooks

To:

Director Development Services Y.P.C

Email: admin@yorke.sa.gov.au

Hi Roger,
I’m the lease holder of Lot 91 at black point. It is great news that the council is considering the
subdividing of the council land, as stated in my letter to the council back in April 2015. My neighbours
and I are keen to purchase the blocks. My current lease expires in 2037 which gives me 20 years before
my shack would go at shack 90 and 92. They have life tenure with a possible 40+ years before they
have to go.
A lot of the negatives being expressed by the owners of the block behind are unfounded. For example;
1. We will not be moving for 20-40 years anyway.
2. The existing tree line is higher than most shacks and if was to stay reserve I would think a lot
more trees would be planted.
3. There would be no more strain on amenities as we are currently using them.
4. The adjacent property owner to the side of us have not objected. Bells shack at 93 has been
derelict for the past 25 years they should be complaining about this eyesore.
5. Money raised from the sale would benefit all rate payers and make the boat ramp a lot safer.
6. The current beach access in the form of the walkway would not be reducing, but being wider
the current leased land cannot be used for 20+ years. You cannot drive on the beach so why
would you need any more than a walk way?
7. As far as being a strain on the public confidence and a mistrust of Y.P.C I can only applaud the
council for having the initiative to look at ways of raising additional revenue to reduce the
strain on rate payers with little impact on the community.
The only concerns I have are that the council do not give current lease holders 1st refusal on the blocks.
In light of the current terms of the existing leases I fail to see a buyer who would wait 20 years before
being able to build, other than us.
Also I would hope, that would be made clear that no building on the new blocks, until the current
lease holder have moved.

Yours Faithfully,
Arch Thorne
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Submission 12
13/11/16
Mr Roger Brooks
Director Development Services, Yorke Peninsula Council
Email: admin@yorke.sa.gov.au
Dear Sir,
I write in response to the proposal to revoke the Community Land classification and subdivide the
land immediately behind our shack, number 92, designated as allotment 392 in the Community
Engagement Report.
The shack is currently held under an annual license to occupy, with two families as leaseholders,
Bonnins and Barsons. When the original land allocations were made in 1996, the lease was held by
the Bonnin family. Ian Alastair Bonnin was the only member of the Bonnin family who wanted to
retain access to the shack and he therefore bought out the interests of his siblings, who lived
interstate. The Barson family purchased an interest at this time.
In 2010, when the option of transfer to a lifetime lease was offered by the Department of
Environment and Heritage, the licensees accepted the offer. The department has recently confirmed
receipt of this application. However, this process has not been completed, and is now on hold
pending the outcome of the subdivision proposal.
My submission is on behalf of my family, Bonnins, and the Barson family, who endorse its contents.
Our primary concern is security of tenure. We consider that we should be entitled to a life-tenure
agreement, as offered and accepted in 2010, and that the subdivision proposal should not in any
way compromise that agreement.
We have some specific feedback and questions regarding the proposal as documented in the
Community Engagement Report.
1. Page 9, point 7. The proposal incorrectly describes an existing access way as being shared
between 390 and 391. As shown in the accompanying satellite image, the shared access way
is between 391 and 392. The proposal includes references to access based on this incorrect
information
2. Page 9 point 14. What does a “public road” mean in this context, and how wide will it be? Is
it planned to be 6m wide, and if so, why does is need to be this wide? What traffic will be
allowed? If it is a walkway, is 6m necessary?
3. Page 9, final point. It is not clear what is meant by “easements for services to the three shack
allotments “, and, more importantly, what is meant by “access to the beach”. Given that
there is already a public walking access way to the beach between 390 and 391, why would
another access path be required, and how would it impact on our existing occupancy?
We do not consider that we have sufficient information as yet to allow an informed decision as to
whether we support or oppose subdivision of the reserve land, except to say that we would most
certainly oppose it if it meant any risk to our security of tenure and access to a life-tenure lease.
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However, if the subdivision went ahead, we may be interested in purchasing the land, but this would
depend on a number of related factors, including
1. The purchase cost of the allotment
2. Any encumbrances placed on the land use such as height restrictions or development
timelines
3. Whether the land can be purchased by another party if we were unable or did not wish to
do so. In this event
a. Would there be any restriction on our access to a life-tenure lease?
b. Would the new owners be able to develop the land prior to the end of our lifetenure lease?
c. Would the new owners have right of way to beach access through our leased land?
d. Would the new owners have the right to remove native vegetation we have planted
on the Community Land?
We note that a number of objections have already been raised through the Black Point Progress
Association newsletter, some of which we wish to address
1. Concerns regarding further development placing additional “strain on water and sewerage
services and amenity” are unfounded. The total number of allotments will increase by one
only. All other sites are already occupied and the proposal would only mean exchange of
buildings from old to new.
2. There would be no reduction in current levels of access for property owners south of the
road. In fact, the proposal as drawn would significantly enlarge the existing access path
3. With regard to sea vistas for those south of the road, the current tree-line is already higher
than most shacks. If this is a genuine concern, a compromise measure may be to place
height restrictions on new development on the newly created allotments

Yours Sincerely

Ian Alastair Bonnin
Per
Sean Charles Lawrence
Murray Ian Barson
Emma Mary Barson
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Submission 15
RH and GA Lake
19 Seaforth Avenue
HAZELWOOD PARK SA 5066
Ph: Greta: 0417 837 847
Ph: Rob: 0417 831 006

14 November 2016

Roger Brooks
Director Development Services
Yorke Peninsula Council
PO Box 57
MAITLAND SA 5573

Dear Roger
Re:

Revocation of Community Land Classification

We recently received notification from the Yorke Peninsula Council regarding the above matter.
Our house is situated at Lot 91 Black Point Road, on the southern side of the road and directly
behind the blocks the council are referring to as Allotment 203 (as per the Community Engagement
Report).
We are strongly opposed to the council revocation of community land classification and are writing
to express our concerns relating to the proposed development as per correspondence received by
the council.
Our concerns relating to the council’s proposed revocation are as follows:
1. We purchased our property in 2011 with the knowledge the land referred to as A203 would
be created into a reserve in the future; a key benefit presented by the agent and this was
reflected in the price we paid for our land.
2. In the Community Engagement Report issued from the council, you refer to the reserves as if
they have already been created and that they are being underutilised.
The lack of development and access is the reason for any underutilisation. The land being
referred to is currently being utilised by the existing leasehold shack owners. This, in our
opinion is why the council believe and state that the reserves are underutilised and we
believe that council members may be uninformed about the current state and use of the
land.
3. Council have previously recognised and acknowledged the lack of open space in Black Point;
hence the original agreement and nothing has changed to remedy this since then.
4. We believe the creation and development of open space reserves at Black Point would
create a community meeting place for existing shack owners to congregate and for children
to play. There is currently no area other than the beach where the community can meet and
we believe this would create a larger sense of community and greater enhance the region.
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5. There is currently limited public space and access for the broader community to enjoy Black
Point. An open reserve with foreshore access would provide an obvious place for visitors to
park and provide easier access to the beach.
6. Existing shack owners and visitors would all receive amenity from a community open space.
7. The council have indicated that only $300,000 from the sale proceeds of all allotments
would be reinvested back into Black Point with the majority and remainder of funds being
injected back into the broader Yorke Peninsula areas, such as the Councils Unsealed road
network. In our view this does not represent a good return on investment for the loss of
amenity within Black Point.
To us, this seems like an easy and quick cash grab for the council without proper consideration about
how this will affect the existing Black Point Community and the future use of the land for the
broader community. This is a huge ‘about face’ by the council from their previous position which
greatly disappoints us.
We will be considering our legal position in relation to this should the revocation be approved with a
view that it will considerably devalue our property and to determine if any compensation would be
available to us by the council.
We strongly oppose the proposed revocation of community land classification and ask that the
council withdraw their proposal and further, work with the community to create useable reserves
within Black Point to further enhance the region and make it a better place for the community.
Should you wish to discuss any of these matters with us please do not hesitate to contact us at your
convenience.

Yours sincerely

Greta Lake
ROB & GRETA LAKE
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YP Council

Submission 22

Attn Roger Brooks
Re Revocation Black Point.
Dear Sir,
We present this submission to YP Council, re the proposed revocation of Community Land
classification.
1 Public access. It was our understanding that when freehold land was originally made available for
purchase by existing shack-owners , it was considered essential that several groups of parcels of land , now
subject to proposed revocation , were not to be available for purchase , but were to remain as Community
Land , to ensure long term permanent public access to the beach.
If this proposal proceeds, public access to the beach will be denied , apart from adjacent to the boat ramp.
What has changed that it is no longer considered necessary to have several designated areas of public
access along the length of Black Point.
2 Houses to south of Black Point drive. Allotments of land were designated for sale for housing , in
groupings behind these clusters of Community Land. People have been purchasing these blocks in the
knowledge that in the future ie 2037 , when the shack leases for those shacks expired & the shacks were
demolished , they would have a clear vision & easy access to the beach & sea , immediately in front of their
homes.
It could be considered a breach of trust if they no longer had this view & beach access.
3 Lease of shacks. We understand that the shack owners leasing their shack site to the beach side of this
Community Land will retain their leases until 2037 , & therefore their right to retain their shacks until 2037.
We believe it is a Council regulation that when a house is built on freehold land , the shack to the beach
side must be demolished within 1 year.Therefore how can freehold land be sold from this proposed
revocation of Community Land , with the buyer intending to build a house & be consistent with current
Council regulations?
We therefore oppose this proposal by YP Council.
However , if YP Council does go ahead with this proposal , we strongly believe that the freehold allotments
should be first offered to the current shack owners who have the lease on the beach side of these newly
created allotments , & at a similar price to that paid by all the shack owners when freehold land was
initially offered approximately 20 years ago , but adjusted for inflation.
We consider that to charge otherwise would deny these people natural justice , as they were denied the
opportunity to buy a freehold allotment 20 years ago.
We request that YP Council considers these points of view when deciding on this proposal.
Yours sincerely,
PD & BJ Sanders
JK White
BJ Dare
MWD Sanders
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Submission 26

Friday, 24 November 2016

Mr Andrew Cameron
Chief Executive Officer
Yorke Peninsula Council
Email: - admin@yorke.sa.gov.au

Dear Andrew,
RE:

BLACK POINT LAND REVOCATION CONSULTATION

The Yorke Peninsula Council's Community Engagement Report of September 2016
invites submissions from interested parties with respect to a proposed Revocation of
Reserves at Black Point. Burke Urban Developments Pty Ltd, (previously Prodec Pty Ltd)
is a significant land owner at Black Point and the developer referred to within the
Community Engagement Report.
As Managing Director of Burke Urban I have strong recollections and documentary
support for the comments made herein. I submit the following on behalf of Burke Urban
and for consideration by Council.
My specific interests lie in the sections of the Report namely; "Background to that
Report” and the "Reasons for the Proposal" set out on page 2 of the Report.
As this background is pivotal to the justification for the revocation and sets out the basic
premise from which all else flows, it is important that Councillors of 2016 understand
the context, the process and the reasons behind these reserves being created just 20
short years ago; a timeframe incidentally which would have me believe that some
Councillors and staff today would have reasonable recollections of the events and
actions about which I comment.
In short, the summation in the report lacks context and history and most importantly
does not reflect Council's resolve at that time, which turned to demands on Prodec
(Burke Urban) and the free-holding Scheme more generally.
In the late 80's and early 90's when the Black Point Free-holding Scheme was being
promoted by State Government and after our purchase of the land from then owner, Mr
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Max Arbon, there was significant conflict between the parties and I recall Council not
being overly supportive of the free-holding Scheme preferring the then Crown Leases to
expire at the end of their terms. Most leases at the time were annual leases, but with
end dates of circa 1996-2000. I can recall the actual rezoning of the land in 1993 being
supported by Council with only a slim one vote margin.
A major concern of several Councillors and some staff at that time was the fact that the
Crown Lease shacks occupied or dominated the 3 kilometre beach and whether accurate
or not, the perception was that the "Shackies" saw it (Black Point) as " their beach" .
Council had very strong concerns that the general public did not feel welcome on the
Beach and expressed that a sense of "intimidation" pervaded for outside visitors.
Council's strong desire to open the beach to the public was the driving force behind the
demands on Burke Urban to create at least 3 significant reserves from the overall
division of lots to enable:1. Car parking areas and public access.
2. Sufficient space and orderly breaks in the free-holding lots so that the long linear
nature of the shack environment would be broken and with the objective of
making the area more public friendly.
The demand for these reserves was in fact a non - negotiable condition placed on
Prodec. I specifically wrote at the time that we would have to reluctantly accept the
road purchase (as distinct from a land swap) and the allocation of reserve lots, but this
was conceded "under duress".
Note:- I will refer to this mood by Council at the time (at least from my recollection) as
one of indifference to the free- holding scheme and importantly in term of Council's
negotiations over the old road reserve and the public access reserve demands, this
indifference I believe informed and empowered Council staff to " negotiate" terms from
a no lose situation. In other words agree to the terms or we won't support the freeholding. We don't care. This is my interpretation of events, but the correspondence and
the meetings of the time clearly reflected that mood.
This resulted in us not being able to offer free- holding opportunities for future
purchasers of those 9 reserve lots. Such was the impact of the reserve requirement I
received a legal action threat against Prodec by one shack purchaser who after the
event felt aggrieved that this opportunity was not forthcoming.
That desire to freehold land exists today from those abutting crown lease shack owners
except that Council now wishes to appropriate that asset, which in hindsight should now
be assessed in terms of a Prodec asset unfairly secured. Any revocation and sale which
does not properly address this history and which ignores Burke Urban's (Prodec)
position is an inappropriate action by any reasonable assessment based on fairness and
equity until and unless appropriate compensation is made.
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The requirement to provide these 9 allotment equivalents was a cost to Prodec in many
ways, but clearly there was a commercial opportunity lost in not being able to sell this
land to the willing buyers during and after the free-holding period. Prodec had already
committed a massive reserve area behind Black Point Drive, which reserve is now
described as Maxine Hawke Park. The demand for the beach-front reserves to meet the
statutory 12.5% was not relevant as we had exceeded that percentage already by a large
margin.
In Council's background statement to this “Community Engagement Report" it states
that "Council negotiated to obtain several reserves within the "old road" area. This
infers incorrectly that the reserves were excised from the old road reserve and that
Council actually negotiated an outcome. Anyone reading this statement would conclude
that this was all quite reasonable, but in fact the reserves were not excised from the old
road reserve. A reader might also assume the words "negotiated to obtain" actually
means there was some purchase or negotiated consideration for these allotments. The
reverse was true.
This inference that Council somehow “obtained the land" from Prodec is reinforced in
Council's background statement where it states "Council are not aware of any
Government assistance to initially acquire the land". If “the land” referred to here is the
reserve allotment land there was no acquisition by Council of these reserve allotments.
They were demanded as part of the process.
Council at that time would agree to the scheme and the land division only if Prodec paid
an amount on valuation for the "old road" reserve. That valuation prepared by Council’s
consultant Valuer and sought under instruction by Council derived a consideration of
$950,000 for that "old road" reserve. We were not privy to the valuation brief. I
vigorously protested (upon receipt of the valuation) that the Valuer had assessed the old
road reserve as enjoying absolute beach front access when in fact the shacks leases had
been extended to life tenure and so the road was not in fact beach front land. The CEO's
position at the time was to avoid discussing this fundamental point and instead said
“Kym I am not a Valuer". Incredibly there was no recognition that the $950,000 figure
could only crystalize after the value uplift via the free-holding scheme and the
subsequent relocation of shacks, in turn only made possible by Prodec creating the new
road reserve and installing the necessary infrastructure.
Council accepted that valuation as they could, despite my protestation.
Even today I can't recall in my dealings with Local Government a more blatant misuse of
position than that so called “negotiation" over the “old road". But accept it we did
“under duress" and the money was paid for the road reserve.
It is important to note in all of this that the normal rights of planning appeal in relation
to Council's demand for these reserve areas were irrelevant to the process because
without the old road reserve being consolidated and included in the new land division,
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the Free- Holding Scheme was in all practical ways unachievable. Council held all the
cards in terms of this so called “negotiation".
Having consolidated the old closed reserve with the Arbon title, paid $950,000 to
Council and provided new road and utility services to the allotments (including the
demanded reserve allotments) we were finally in a position to proceed to create titles.
The reserve allotments, the subject of this revocation, were created from the
consolidated and improved land and NOT from the old reserve.
This is a fundamental point of difference, which will form the basis of challenge if
Council proceeds with the revocation without addressing Burke Urban's position.
My final points relate to the section of Council's report "reasons for the proposal". In
this Council states:1.

"There has been significant interest expressed by adjoining property owners, and
other interested parties, in the possibility of purchasing the properties". This is not
news. Purchasers were interested back in 1996 and prepared to pay $45,000 per
free- hold lot to Prodec with a shack in front.

2.

"Since the creation of the reserve, the primary use of the reserves is by the
adjacent shack owners for access and storage of vehicles and boats". Why? This
has been allowed by Council and through any lack of policing I would argue the
adjoining shack owners have been empowered to continue to utilize this space.
How would the public feel about accessing this space when for all intents and
purposes it is perceived and as reaffirmed by Council's own admission as for use by
"adjacent shack owners for access and storage of vehicles and boats"? What action
did Council take to rectify this situation and to follow through with their initial
intention to encourage public access?

3.

"The open space reserves have minimal value from a recreational or leisure
perspective and have little or no impact on future recreational opportunities for
the local or wider community. The land is not being utilised in this manner due to
the location of the reserves being at the rear of the existing leasehold shacks and
the adjoining properties being residential.

Commented [1]:

As there is no strategic or operational need to retain ownership of the subject
lands, they have been identified as being surplus to Council’s needs.
Disposal, with the view to sell the properties, is considered to be appropriate in
this instance."
So there we have it! The land which Council demanded of Prodec to be made
available for future public access and which at the time would have yielded at least
$450,000 income to Prodec to help pay for a Council old road " negotiated" under
duress, is now surplus to Council's needs. Why? Well because the land has not been
used for the purpose intended by Council because Council has allowed the space to
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be used for unintended uses, like adjoining shack owners parking cars and boats
and using the land as an extension of their shack.
As a result we can convert this asset that Prodec paid for, serviced, marketed and
value added and make several million dollars. After all the public never use it
because the shack owners have taken effective ownership of it anyway. So much for
the concern about “their beach".

Thank you for the opportunity to make comment in relation to this proposed
revocation.
I would like to have representation at the time of the Council Meeting when this is
discussed and reserve my rights to make a claim against Council if this proceeds to
Revocation.
Yours faithfully,

Kym Burke
Managing Director
Burke Urban (previously Prodec).
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